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Experience as an NCC Cadet

NCC strives to be and is one of the greatest cohesive forces of the
nation, bringing together the youth hailing from different parts of the
country and molding them into united and disciplined citizens of the
nation.

I was always so fascinated by these movements , as I grew my
desire just grew with me. My first experience was with JRC , but I was
removed the next day of joining and I wasn't mentally grown to question
the authorities seeking reason why I was removed because I was just 11
year old.
As I grew the doom followed me , I couldn't get into SCOUT as well as
SPC. It did affect me so far , later the school which I've joined for Higher
Secondary Education happened to have neither NCC nor NSS. I
completed HSE with much regret. Later I took admission at JDT ICAS
and I happened to hear the news of NCC selection, without waiting a
moment I've given the name for the selection  and attended an interview.
It was an entirely different experience for me , they way the ANO's
questioned me made me think through and molded me well. I prepared
very much for joining NCC and finally I got selected.

I am very much moved by the inspirational talks and dedication of
ANO's for making us disciplined and molding us into perfect. Our
respected ANO's conducted meetings and shared their experience and
told us to take NCC seriously and shared many details about further
plans and activities. And we have practiced parades. It is true that due to
the pandemic going around it's not always possible to conduct parades



and meeting physically. It wasn't the end, our ANO's took effort and
conducted meetings through online and kept us up-to-date, we were
given various activities and works to be done at this quarantined
situation. As a part of NCC activities I've cleaned my surroundings at
home and nearby locality, conducted Webinars, Fitness challenge and
Other activities. Through all these activities I got the opportunity to learn
and develop self-confidence, responsibility and to enhance discipline.
NCC taught me and helped me to build qualities like Unity, Time
management, Communication Skills, Decision Making Capabilities. And I
truly believe much more is awaiting for me as an NCC Cadet.

These enormous capabilities which can be gained through NCC
will definitely benefit for the nation's betterment, as a young Cadet and
as an individual person I believe it. As an NCC Cadet and it gives me and
other Cadets enormous potential for nation building.
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